Almost produot spaces and their classifications have been studiod in [3] . In [2] an almost paraoontaot structure has been defined* Seotlon 1 of the paper is preliminary in vhioh we give some known definitions and results. We begin next section by defining the classification of almost product and almost paracontact structures. Later on seotlon 3 some useful identities in a non-invariant hypersurfaoe V immersed in an almost product Riemannian manifold (M,F,G) are established} including some identities in special oases when U is decomposable or nearly decomposable and the transform of the normal to V by F is tangential to V. Finally, in the last section we establish identities similar to those in section 3 for the case when F transforms normal to V into a normal vector.
Preliminaries
In an n-dimensional differentiable manifold H if there exists a tensor field F of type (1,1), F 4 I and a positive definite Riemannian metric G satisfying then M is called an almost produot Riemannian manifold and (F,G) an almost produot Riemannian struoture [3] . , An n-dimensional differentiable manifold V is called an almost paracontaot Riemannian manifold [2] , if there exists in V a tensor field cp of type (1,1), a positive definite Riemannian metric g, a oontravariant vector field and a covariant vector field ip satisfying
The set (^»^^»g) is then called the almost paraoontact Riemannian structure in V. In such a manifold, the following relations holdst
Classifications of almost produot and almost paracontact structures
Ve call an almost produot structure (F,G) on a Riemannian manifold U 
-

Soma identities in a hypersurface Immersed In an almost produot Riemannian manifold
Let U be a n-dimensional almost produot Riemannian manifold with structure (F,G) and V be an orientable hypersurface of M* Let i t V -be the inclusion map suoh that to a point p in V there corresponds a point i p in U. The map i induoes a linear transformation,B from tangent space of V at a point p to the tangent spaoe of M at i^ such that X in V at p implies BX is in 11 at i p . The induced Riemannian metric g on V is given by
Let N be a unit veotor normal to V. Then If V is a non-invariant hypersurface then (3.4) defines an (cp,£,r),g,.A)-structure on V (section 1) whioh is induoed by the almost product structure (F f G) of 14. Now we prove the following lemma. Now by using the above corollary we deduce some theorema* Theorem 3*1« Let V be immersed in a decomposable manifold M as a non-invariant hypersurface and FN be tangent to V. Then a neoessary and sufficient condition for the induced structure on V to be oosymplectic is that H' « where psH'
Proof. If M is a decomposable manifold, then from (3.6) and (2.1) we get
Let the induced structure on V be aosymplectio, i.e. 
H' (1,7) » (iy(X)y(Y),
which is the required condition. Conversely, let H' Then in view of (1.5) (iii), (3.8) reduces to D x 7 = 0, i.e. « 0.
Replacing Y by <f>Y in (3.7) and using H' • we get
Using the result cpfe, « 0 and D^t, « 0 in the above equation we obtain {D x cp)Y « 0.
Henoe the theorem is proved. Theorem 3.2. Let V be immersed in a decomposable manifold M as a non-invariant hypersurfaoe and FN be tangent to V. If H'(X,(pY) *= 0 then the induced structure on V is cosymplectic.
Proof. Let M be decomposable. Using H' (X,<pY) = 0 in (3.8) we get
Now replaoing Y by (pY in (3.7) and obtain (DjCpJipY « 0, i.e.
which as in previous theorem gives (D X 9)Y -0, which completes the proof.
from the above theorem we can get the following Corollary 3.2. Let V be immersed in a decomposable manifold M as a non-invariant hypersurface and FN be tangent to V. If the immersion is totally geodesic then the induced structure on V is cosymplectio.
Next we prove the following theorem. Replacing Y by <pY in the above equation and using (1.5) (iii) we obtain H'U.cpY) » g(X,cpY).
Putting (pY in plaoe of Y in the above equation and using (1.4) (i) we get
Taking in place of X we get Proof. Let M be decomposable and V be umbilioal i.e. H'(X,Y) » «g(x,Y) for some soalar funotion a. Henoe using (3.8) we get Since V is umbilical« HX = al. Consequently, the above equation oan be written as -cp(DxU -oL{X + 7 (X)$} , which in view of (3.12) and (1.4) (i) reduces to «7(X) = 0.
Putting X = in the above we get oi< 0, Henoe V is totally geodesic, which completes the proof. Theorem 3*5« Let V be immersed in a nearly decomposable manifold M as a non-invariant hypereurface and FN be tangent to V. If the induced structure on V is nearly 00-symplectic then the following relations hold: Proof. Applying F to both sides of (4.1) (a), (b) and using (1,1) (4.1) (a), (b) we get respectively BX = Bcp X + 17 (cpX)N (X)N, and N = A 2 N.
Proof. Using (2.7), (3.13) flan be written as i?(X)X -2i}(X)r)(X)^ + g(X,X)4 -7(X)HX -H' (X,X)^ «=
Equating tangential and normal parts, the above two equations yield (4.2) (a), (b) and (o).
Further for the induced metric g,g(X,Y) =-G{BX,BY) which in view of (4 .1) (a), (3.1) and (3.2) (a), (b) gives (4.2) (d) , Replacing X by (pX and Y by ^ in (4.2) (d) and using (4.2)(a), (b) and (h) we obtain -^(X)(1-7(^)) = g(X,cp$).
Henoe cp£, = It, -1), which is (4.2)(e), Applying cp to both sides of (4.2)(e) and using (4.2)(a) and (e) we get Lastly, using (4.7) we get (e) part of the theorem, which completes the proof.
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